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EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT

An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner's amendment was given in a telephone interview

with Charles D. Gunter on 2/28/2005.

The application has been amended as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS

Claim 1 (currently amended): A pipe coupling for coupling adjacent

ends of a pair of pipe sections where one of the pipe sections is formed of a polyolefin

and the other pipe section is formed of a different material, the coupling comprising:

an adapter formed of a length of pipe having a polyolefin pipe wall, the adapter

having a fusing end for fusing to a successive length of polyolefin pipe and a coupling

end;

wherein the coupling end of the adapter has a nominal thickness pipe wall with

an integral flange formed at one end thereof,

wherein the integral flange defines a bell end opening for the adapter, the bell

end opening having a first region of reduced internal diameter fer receiving a sealing

gasket therein, the sealing gasket being conically profiled when viewed in cross section

having an inner extent and an outer extent, the bell end opening also having a second

region of further reduced internal diameter which forms a circumferential shoulder
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region therein fof receiving a male spigot end of a mating pipe which is formed of the

different material;

the adapter integral flange having a front face, a rear face and an outer

peripheral surface, and wherein a rigid metal reinforcing ring is closely received upon

and circumscribes the outer peripheral surface forming an outer sleeve thereon in order

to strengthen the connection and prevent extrusion of the sealing gasket when the

spigot end of a mating male pipe is inserted within the bell end opening of the adapter to

form the pipe coupling, the first region of reduced internal diameter forming a sloping

conical surface fef receiving the conically profiled sealing gasket, the outer extent of the

sealing gasket being located approximately flush with the front face of the integral

flange of the adapter; and

a mechanical restraint system which engages an external surface of the mating

male pipe and the front and rear faces of the integral flange, respectively, in order to

prevent the mating male pipe from pulling away from the bell end opening of the integral

flange, the mechanical restraint system including a gland ring and a cooperating

restraining gland which are connected by a series of cross bolts, whereby tightening the

cross bolts causes force to be exerted on the mechanical restraint in order to compress

the sealing gasket and prevent separation of the coupling, the restraining gland being

provided with a series of circumferential holes which receive restraining screws, the

screws having lower ends which bite into the external surface of the mating male pipe .
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Claim 3 (currently amended): A pipe joint, comprising:

a first section of pipe having a polyolefin pipe wall and a second section of pipe

of a different material;

an adapter formed of a length of pipe having a polyolefin pipe wall, the adapter

having a fusing end which is fused to the first section of pipe, the adapter also having a

coupling end;

wherein the coupling end of the adapter is joined to the fusing end by a nominal

thickness pipe wall with an integral flange being formed on the coupling end thereof,

wherein the integral flange defines a bell end opening for the adapter, the bell

end opening having a first region of reduced internal diameter for receiving a sealing

gasket therein, the sealing gasket being conically profiled when viewed in cross section

having an inner extent and an outer extent, the bell end opening also having a second

region of further reduced internal diameter which forms a circumferential shoulder

region therein for receiving a male spigot end of a mating pipe which is formed of the

different material;

the adapter integral flange having a front face, a rear face and an outer

peripheral surface, and wherein a rigid metal reinforcing ring is closely received upon

and circumscribes the outer peripheral surface forming an outer sleeve thereon in order

to strengthen the connection and prevent extrusion of the sealing gasket when the

spigot end of a mating male pipe is inserted within the bell end opening of the adapter to

form the pipe coupling, the first region of reduced internal diameter forming a sloping

conical surface far receiving the conically profiled sealing gasket, the outer extent of the
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sealing gasket being located approximately flush with the front face of the integral

flange of the adapter;

the a sealing gasket installed within the second region of reduced internal

diameter of the integral flange; a«d

a male spigot pipe end of the second section of pipe being inserted within the bell

end opening and engaging the circumferential shoulder region thereof to thereby form a

sealed pipe ioint : and

a mechanical restraint system which engages an external surface of the second

section of pipe of the different material and the front and rear faces of the integral

flange, respectively, in order to prevent the second section of pipe from pulling away

from the bell end opening of the integral flange, the mechanical restraint system

including a gland ring and a cooperating restraining gland which are connected by a

series of cross bolts, whereby tightening the cross bolts causes force to be exerted on

the mechanical restraint in order to compress the sealing gasket and prevent separation

of the coupling, the restraining gland being provided with a series of circumferential

holes which receive restraining screws, the screws having lower ends which bite into

the external surface of the second section of pipe .

Cancel claims 6 and 7.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Aaron M Dunwoody whose telephone number is 703-

306-3436. The examiner can normally be reached on 7:30 am - 4:00 pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Daniel P Stodola can be reached on 703-306-5771 . The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-21 7-91 97 (toll-free). r\

Aaron M Dunwoody
Examiner

Art Unit 3679
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